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Two Strategies

• Searches for Astrophysical Cascades
• Due to oscillations, expect comparable fluxes of νe, ντ, and νμ 

(except for muon range effect)

• Avoid atmospheric backgrounds by demanding high energy events

• Require cascade-like event topology, weak veto against entering muons 

• Main background is hard bremsstrahlung or other stochastic energy loss 
from penetrating atmospheric muons

• Searches for Atmospheric Cascades
• Flux lower than for atmospheric νμ, but still copious if energy threshold low 

• Look for cascade-like topology, stringent veto on entering muons

• Main backgrounds “sneaky” muons, atmospheric νμ with short tracks



Astrophysical Searches

• First published IceCube results based on IceCube 22-string 
configuration (2007-08)
• Limited fiducial volume,

even with weak veto region

• Look for signal at high energy
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restrial neutrinos to be visible as a hard component to
the observed spectrum. The ratio of the ⌫

e

: ⌫
µ

: ⌫
⌧

flux
in a single astrophysical source depends on the neutrino
energy [10]. At moderate (high) energies, the neutrino
flavor flux ratio behaves like the one from a pure pion
(muon-damped) source, leading to an observed 1 : 1 : 1
(1:1.8:1.8) ratio at the Earth after taking into account
neutrino oscillations. The energy at which a flavor ratio
transition occurs thus depends on the properties of the
source [10]. The neutrino flux is not known, although it
is expected to be below the Waxman-Bahcall bound [11].

Previous searches for a di↵use flux have been per-
formed with muon neutrinos [6], and with cascades [12,
13]. Cascades are the particle showers (electromagnetic
and hadronic) initiated by charged current interactions of
⌫

e

and ⌫

⌧

and the neutral-current neutrino interactions
of all three flavors in a medium. In the charged-current
interactions, an average of 80% of the (high energy) neu-
trino energy goes into the produced lepton [14]. For ⌫

e

,
this leads to an electromagnetic shower, while for ⌫

⌧

the
character of the lepton-induced shower depends on the ⌧

decay mode. The remainder of the energy is transferred
to the target nucleon, producing a hadronic cascade. In
the neutral-current interactions, the neutrino transfers
a fraction of its energy to the target nucleon producing
only a hadronic cascade. A typical cascade deposits its
electromagnetic energy in a thin cylinder about 30 cm
in radius and 5 m in length. Hadronic energy is de-
posited over a larger volume, about 11 m long and 75
cm in diameter. IceCube observes the Cherenkov radi-
ation produced by the charged secondary particles from
neutrino-nucleon interactions through an optical sensor
array. While a neutrino-induced muon has a track-like
signature in IceCube, a cascade event looks e↵ectively
like a point source of Cherenkov light in the detector.

For di↵use searches, cascades from all flavor ⌫ inter-
actions have two advantages over tracks from ⌫

µ

in-
teractions, despite their inherently poor angular reso-
lution compared to muon tracks. The first is that the
background from atmospheric neutrinos is lower than
for ⌫

µ

. Second, because of their short shower length,
the cascades are well-contained in the detector, with a
Cherenkov light output proportional to the shower en-
ergy, so the shower energy is well measured. The detec-
tor acts as a calorimeter. Since the energy spectrum of
extraterrestrial neutrinos is expected to be harder than
the atmospheric neutrino spectrum, searching for a break
in the energy spectrum with cascades is easier than with
muons, both due to the expected break being at a lower
energy in the cascade channel than the muon channel (a
consequence of lower fluxes of atmospheric ⌫

e

than ⌫

µ

),
and better intrinsic energy resolution of cascades over
muons.

This paper reports on searches for di↵use extraterres-
trial and for atmospheric neutrino-induced cascades us-
ing 257 days (livetime) of data collected in the year 2007-
2008 with a partially completed IceCube detector consist-

FIG. 1: (Color online) a) The filled circles show the posi-
tions of the strings in the x � y (horizontal) plane for the
22-string detector configuration. The lines show the bound-
aries of the fiducial volume and are described in the text. b)
The reconstructed center-of-gravity position x (COGX) ver-
sus y (COGY) for events passing the cascade online filter.
The right axis shows the rate [Hz].

ing of 22 of the planned 86 strings. The IceCube detector
and data sample are described in section II. Section III
describes the analysis. Results are given in section IV,
and a summary follows in section V.

II. THE ICECUBE DETECTOR AND DATA
SAMPLE

The IceCube detector is composed of vertical strings
of optical sensors which are deployed in the glacial ice
at the South Pole. The sensors detect Cherenkov radi-
ation from charged particles produced in neutrino inter-
actions. The strings are deployed on a 125 m triangu-
lar grid. Each string contains 60 digital optical modules
(DOMs), mounted between 1450 and 2450 m below the
surface (17 m spacing). Each DOM contains a 10-inch
photomultiplier tube (PMT) [15], and a data acquisition
system in a pressure vessel. The DOMs are most sensi-
tive to photons with wavelengths 300 to 600 nm. The
Hamamatsu R7081-02 PMTs have a peak quantum e�-
ciency of ⇠ 25% and are operated at a typical gain of
107. The PMT output is linear within 10% up to a cur-
rent of 50 mA; at a gain of 107, this corresponds to 31
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rejected if any of the four earliest hits occurred in the
eight topmost DOMs. Approximately 5% of the data
and 7% of the muon background events from the COR-
SIKA Monte Carlo remained with respect to the previous
selection level. The di↵erence between absolute rates in
the data and the CORSIKA Monte Carlo is addressed in
section III C. ANIS Monte Carlo simulations show that
approximately 13% of the signal was retained at Level-4.

At Level-5, events were required to have hits in at least
20 DOMs. To reject events with multiple muon tracks
within the IceCube read-out window, an upper limit of
5µs was set on the event duration, defined as the time
di↵erence between the last and the earliest hit in the
event. A two-track reconstruction was performed on the
retained events and the tracks were required to coincide
to within 1µs. The center-of-gravity of the hits and the
vertex coordinates from the cascade reconstruction algo-
rithm were required to coincide in x and y to within 60m.
Monte Carlo simulation studies indicate that these selec-
tions reduce the coincident muon rate to less than 20%
of the 8mHz expected background muon rate at level 5.

FIG. 2: Normalized distributions of (top) zenith angle and
(bottom) reduced log likelihood ratios after Level-5 event se-
lections for the data (filled circles), muon background Monte
Carlo (continuous histogram) and signal neutrino (dashed his-
togram).

The smaller event sample allowed for the use of more
CPU-intensive reconstruction algorithms. At Level-6,
the single-track reconstruction was iterated 32 times with
randomly selected seed tracks to ensure that the final re-
constructed tracks did not originate from local minima.

FIG. 3: (top) Normalized distribution of the reconstructed
cascade energy after level-6 event selections for the data
(filled circles), muon background Monte Carlo (continuous
histogram) and signal neutrino (dashed histogram). (bottom)
Absolute event rate versus primary Cosmic Ray energy after
level-6 event selections with an additional selection criterium
on the reconstructed cascade energy of 6.3 TeV for the stan-
dard Corsika Monte Carlo (continuous histogram) and high-
energy optimized Corsika Monte Carlo (open triangles).

The zenith angle distribution is shown in the top part
of Fig. 2. The selection on zenith angle was refined to
reject events with a reevaluated single-track zenith angle
smaller than 69�. The comparison of the event recon-
struction probabilities with a single-track and a cascade
hypothesis was revisited as well. Only those events for
which the ratio of the reduced log-likelihood, rL, for the
event reconstruction under a single-track and under a
cascade hypothesis was greater than 0.95 were retained
for further analysis. The rL is defined as the negative
log-likelihood normalized by the number of degrees of
freedom. The normalized distribution of the track and
cascade reduced likelihood ratio is shown in the bottom
part of Fig. 2. The Monte Carlo describes the shapes
of experimental data distributions very well. The rates
observed in the data and obtained from simulations are
given in Table II and discussed in section III C.

Figures 3 (top) and 4 show comparisons between
the Monte Carlo and the data for the reconstructed en-
ergy, and the cascade reconstructed vertex positions af-
ter Level-6 selections. The shapes agree very well, ex-
cept vertex position z at the largest depths of the de-
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Background Rejection

• Reject events with best-fit muon
track downgoing

• Demand events reconstruct better
under cascade hypothesis than
muon hypothesis

• Demand spherical topology
• Should not have hits distant from

the vertex unless most nearby 
DOMs are also hit
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for further analysis. The rL is defined as the negative
log-likelihood normalized by the number of degrees of
freedom. The normalized distribution of the track and
cascade reduced likelihood ratio is shown in the bottom
part of Fig. 2. The Monte Carlo describes the shapes
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observed in the data and obtained from simulations are
given in Table II and discussed in section III C.
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Background Systematics

• The most difficult backgrounds are energetic bremsstrahlung from 
atmospheric muons produced by primaries around the knee
• Composition important, but not 

well known

• Heavy primaries produce bundles, 
light emission more uniform

• Last four remaining simulated 
background events are all 
protons inclined at ~70º, 
energies of a few PeV

• Absolute prediction of background rates is difficult, due to CR 
composition and ice modeling uncertainties
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IceCube 22-String Results

• Observe 14 events in the final sample

• Expect 8.3 ± 3.6 
background events
• 5.4 ± 3.5 atmospheric 

muons under 
Hörandel polygonato 
model with baseline 
ice properties

• 2.9 ± 0.9 atmospheric
neutrinos (including
prompt based on
Naumov model)
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data. The expected background from atmospheric muons
was estimated to be 5.0± 3.8 events. This estimate was
made with high-energy CORSIKA simulations and in-
cludes the empirical scaling factor to normalize the simu-
lated background to the data. The expected atmospheric
electron and muon neutrino signal is 3.0± 0.9 events for
these selection criteria. The prompt neutrino component
is 40% of the expectation. The observed number of events
is compatible with Monte Carlo prediction.

B. Di↵use Flux Limit

A total of 14 events passed all selection levels in the ex-
traterrestrial analysis with an expected total background
of 8.3± 3.6 events. The background was estimated from
simulations, which indicate sizable contributions from at-
mospheric muons and from atmospheric neutrinos (see
Table II).

Four events from the high-energy CORSIKA Monte
Carlo background sample satisfy all event selection cri-
teria. They all originated from proton induced show-
ers, with zenith angles of around 70 degrees and ener-
gies in the range of 0.5 � 3.5 PeV. Figure 15 shows one
out of these four Monte Carlo muon background events.
Taking into account the event weights in the simulation
and the rate normalization, the four simulated events
that satisfied all selections correspond to 5.4± 3.5 muon
background events in 257 days of livetime. The number
of background atmospheric neutrinos from conventional
and prompt sources was estimated to be 2.9± 0.9, where
the central value 2.9 was obtained assuming atmospheric
neutrino fluxes from Refs. [7, 37].

The expected rate of signal neutrino events was
evaluated for an assumed flux of E

2�model = 1.0 ⇥
10�6GeV · cm�2 · s�1 · sr�1 for the sum of all flavors and
using the e↵ective areas, Ae↵ , given in Figure 10. The
results are given in Table II for each flavor. In 257 days
of livetime, a total of 46 ± 10 signal events is expected,
assuming that this �

model

receives equal contributions
from all flavors (⌫

e

: ⌫
µ

: ⌫
⌧

flux is 1 : 1 : 1 at the Earth).
Electron neutrinos contribute about 40%, tau neutrinos
about 45% and muon neutrinos the remaining 15%.

The energy distributions are shown in Fig. 13.
By using the Feldman-Cousins method [41] as imple-

mented in the software package POLE++ [42] to ac-
count for statistical and systematic uncertainties in the
estimated background and signal counts, we set an up-
per limit on the number of signal events at 90% confi-
dence level of µ90% = 16.6. This µ90% is below the ex-
pected total number of signal events and, hence, �model

is rejected at 90% confidence. Conversely, an upper
limit at 90% confidence can be set at E

2�90% C.L. <

3.6 ⇥ 10�7 GeV · cm�2 · s�1 · sr�1 on the di↵use flux of
neutrinos of all flavors assuming that � / E

�2 and that
the flux at the detector receives equal contributions from
all flavors.

An upper limit on the flux of ⌫
e

that does not depend

FIG. 13: Cascade reconstructed energy distribution after all
selections in the extraterrestrial analysis.

on the assumption of equal flux contributions for each
flavor was derived by assuming that the ⌫

µ

and ⌫

⌧

fluxes
are zero. This upper limit on the flux of electron neutri-
nos is E2�90% C.L. < 3.0⇥ 10�7 GeV · cm�2 · s�1 · sr�1.
In these limits, the central 90% of ⌫ signal events are

in the energy range from 24TeV to 6.6PeV with a mean
energy of ⇠ 220TeV. The limits are shown in Fig. 14.
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IceCube-22 cascades (all flavor) 257d

AMANDA-II cascades (all flavor) 1001d [13]

AMANDA-II UHE (all flavor) 457d [43]

Baikal 1038 d (all flavor) [44]

FIG. 14: (Color online) Experimental upper limits on the
di↵use flux of neutrinos from sources with � / E

�2 energy
spectrum and theoretical predictions for neutrino fluxes from
astrophysical neutrino sources.

Figure 16 shows the experimental event with the high-
est reconstructed energy that passed all selections in both
atmospheric and extraterrestrial analyses.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we report the first search for cascades in-
duced by atmospheric and by di↵use astrophysical neu-
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Selected Events from Final Sample

• One is an actual cascade candidate, one is atmospheric muon MC 13

FIG. 15: (Color online) The MC muon background event
which passed all selections in extraterrestrial analyses and
which has the reconstructed energy of 18 TeV is displayed
from the side. Di↵erent colors of the circles represent di↵er-
ent DOMs hit times, with early hits in red and late hits in
blue. The size of the circles represents the amplitude.

FIG. 16: (Color online) The data event which passed all selec-
tions in atmospheric and extraterrestrial analyses and which
has the highest reconstructed energy of 134 TeV is displayed
from the side. Di↵erent colors of the circles represent di↵erent
DOMs hit times, with early hits in red and late hits in blue.
The size of the circles represents the amplitude.

trinos with the IceCube detector. The data, obtained
in 2007–2008 with a configuration of 22 active strings,
amount to 257 days of livetime and was searched for
charged current interactions of ⌫

e

and ⌫

⌧

, and for neutral
current interactions of neutrinos of all flavors.

The atmospheric neutrino analysis used neural-
network based event selections and resulted in a total
of 12 candidate events with energies above 5 TeV after
event selections. Within the large uncertainties, the ob-
served number of events is consistent with the expected
background.

The astrophysical neutrino analysis used one and two
dimensional selection criteria and was optimized for
higher energies than the atmospheric neutrino analy-
sis. A total of 14 events with energies above 16TeV
remained after event selections, with an expected total
background contribution of 8.3 ± 3.6 events. We de-
rive an upper limit at 90% confidence of E2�90%CL

<

3.6 ⇥ 10�7 GeV · cm�2 · s�1 · sr�1 on the di↵use flux of
astrophysical neutrinos with the assumption that the en-
ergy spectrum � / E

�2 and that the flavor composition
of the ⌫

e

: ⌫
µ

: ⌫
⌧

flux is 1 : 1 : 1 at the Earth. In this
limit, 90% of the expected signal events have energies
between 24TeV and 6.6PeV.
This is below the limit that was recently reported from

final AMANDA data, corresponding to 1001 days of live-
time [13]. Once construction is completed in 2011, Ice-
Cube will consist of 86 strings covering a volume of 1 km3.
Future IceCube searches will thus benefit from a consid-
erably larger size and are expected to have significantly
improved detection sensitivity.
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IceCube 40-String Analysis

• Larger detector volume
• More events

• Better reconstruction,
background rejection

• Still large surface-to-
area ratio, due to 
deployment pattern

  

Filter Level 5
● Containment cuts

➔ Z vertex > -450 metres

➔ Z vertex < 450 metres

➔ String containment

➔ DOM charge containment
S. Hickford/S. Panknin, ICRC 2011



Background Rejection

• Use machine learning techniques (Boosted Decision Trees) to 
incorporate a variety of discriminators
• Likelihood reconstructions, topological parameters

Preliminary
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Background Rejection

• Apply cut on BDT output score, demand E > 25 TeV

• Fourteen cascade candidate events remain, but assessment of 
background levels still underway

  

Filter Level 6
● Final level of cuts optimised for sensitivity

➔ BDT > 0.2

➔ Energy > 25 TeV

Preliminary



Two Cascade Candidates

  

Example Event Displays

● Run 110884

● 23rd April 2008, 1:23:14

● 175 TeV

● Run 111780

● 16th October 2008, 11:32:47

● 144 TeV

Preliminary



Atmospheric Cascades with IceCube 79

• DeepCore reduces energy threshold, increases yield

• IC79 provides much thicker veto
• Reduced fiducial volume acceptable due to high atmospheric flux

Fiducial Volume
IceCube-79 Detector :This Work
(May 31, 2010 ~ May13, 2011)

4

IceCube-86

Chang Hyon Ha                                                                                                                            2011 TAUP Munich

Tuesday, August 30, 2011

Fiducial Volume
IceCube-79 Detector :This Work
(May 31, 2010 ~ May13, 2011)

4

IceCube-86
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Background Rejection

• Reduce atmospheric muon background with two BDTs
• One based on topological parameters, one on slower likelihood fits

• Atmospheric muons can be 
almost completely removed 
due to thick veto region

• Dominant background to
cascades is atmospheric
νμ CC with short muon tracks

• NC νμ irreducible, counted 
as cascade signal

• Additional, strict cuts on 
containment, cascade 
likelihood, number of hits
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Neutrino Level Cut

BDT Score

7-parameter BDT

PRELIMINARY

Use reconstructions (slow) to reject 
99.7% of atmospheric muon BG

kept

R = LHcascade/LHtrack

Track-likeCascade-like

7 Input parameters to BDT training
:  For example, Likelihood Ratio variable

30.64 days open data used

PRELIMINARY
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Selected Events

12

Two Candidate Events

Run = 116020 
Event ID = 20788565
2010/06/06

Run = 116100 
Event ID = 13022869
2010/06/28
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Atmospheric Cascades 

• Remaining data sample consists of 1029 events over 281 days
• Significant efficiency losses to particle ID cut – improvements expected

• Additional simulation needed to assess residual atmospheric muon 
background, systematic uncertainties

• Appear sensitive to differences in atmospheric neutrino models
• Energy range roughly 30 GeV – 1 TeV

10

Preliminary

Harsh Cut full data(281d)
-To remove    -BG and reduce      -BG , we placed a set of harsh cuts.
-After the cut, we found 1029 events in 281 days of full data sample. 
-Predicted 59% neutrino-induced cascades, 41%        
-Contamination of    -BG and systematic uncertainties still being evaluated.

⌫CC
µµ

⌫CC
µ

µ

Cascade Detection Cut-Results
After Harsh Cut ( Full data )
Systematic Uncertainties NOT included!

Nobs Csig (C’sig) Cbg(C’bg)

#Events
(281 days) 1029

650.2 
(551.2)

454.0 
(415.4)

Nobs = Number of observed events in real data
Csig = Cascade Signal from Bartol model
Cbg = Remaining Background from Bartol model
(C’sig and C’bg = expected rates from Honda 2006 model)

⌫CC
e + ⌫NC

e + ⌫NC
µ

⌫CC
µ

Preliminary
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Cascades CC νμ Total

Bartol 650 454 1104

Honda 551 415 966

Data 1029

Preliminary
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Atmospheric Energy Distribution

• Energy threshold raised
significantly by final event
quality (particle ID) cuts

• Work to produce lower
energy sample in progress
• Sensitivity to neutrino 

oscillations (tau appearance)
seems possible

• Requires detailed 
understanding of 
systematics, better 
reconstructions, or both
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Energy Distribution (After Cut)

Preliminary

Harsh Cut MC True Energy

<NuE> ~180 GeV

Preliminary

Number of Hit Channels
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Conclusions

• Cascade searches rely on both event quality and containment to 
identify neutrino-induced cascades
• Balance between the two depends on energy scale of interest – at lower 

energies fluxes allow smaller fiducial volumes, at higher energies events 
are less idiosyncratic and backgrounds are lower

• Searches for diffuse astrophysical νe / ντ fluxes underway
• Additional background systematics due to CR composition uncertainties

• Better containment possible with more recent data: higher signal yields?

• Clear observation of atmospheric cascades (still preliminary result)
• Still lots to do – better particle ID needed, working toward lower energy 

threshold, need to understand systematics better to extract physics


